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PSYCHOLOGICALSCIENCE

General Article

HOW

DO

PEOPLE

KNOW?

By DeannaKuhn
Columbia University
Tofully understandprocesses of knowingand knowledgeacquisition,
it is necessary to examinepeople 's understandingof their own knowing. Individual and developmentaldifferences in what it means to
know something,and hence in the criteriafor justifying knowledge
claims, have potentiallywide-rangingimplications.In providing supportfor a claim, young childrenhave difficultydifferentiatingexplanationof whya claim makessense and evidence that the claim is true.
Epistemicunderstandingprogresses developmentally,but substantial
variation remains among adults, with few adults achieving understandingof the complementarystrengthsand weaknessesof evidence
and explanationin argument.Epistemicunderstandingshapes intellectual values and hence the disposition (as opposed to competence)
to exercise intellectualskills. Only its most advancedlevels supporta
dispositionto engage in the intellectualeffortthat reasonedargument
entails. The sample case of juror reasoning illustrateshow epistemic
understandingunderliesand shapes intellectualperformance.

When I claim that somethingis the case, how do I know?
Whatjustificationdo I regardas sufficientto warrantmy making the claim and sufficient to demonstrateits correctnessif I
am asked to do so? Are there individual or developmental
differencesin this regard,and, if so, of what consequence are
they? Most knowledge aboutintellectualdifferencesaddresses
competencies, rather than dispositions to use competencies
(Stanovich,1999). I claim here thatpeople's epistemologieswhat they take it to mean to know something- in additionto
entailing varying criteria for justifying claims, influence the
ways in which they are disposed to use their intellectualskills.
It is likely, moreover,that epistemologies influence the acquisition of new knowledge (Kuhn, Garcia-Mila, Zohar, &
Andersen, 1995). What one takes as a reasonablestandardfor
acceptingthatsomethingis trueshouldaffect when and whether a new assertionis acceptedandhence the likelihoodof belief
revision and conceptualchange.
THEORETICAL EXPLANATION VERSUS EVIDENCE
Much of the currentliteratureon people's criteriafor justifying claims focuses on the relative strength of theoretical
explanationversus evidence as justification for causal claims
(Brem& Rips, in press;Cheng, 1997; Kuhn,in press; Kuhn&
Felton, 2000; Rips, Brem, & Bailenson, 1999). Explanation
appearsto be the clear victor in this competition.Explanations
of causal mechanismare more influentialthancovariationeviAddress correspondenceto Deanna Kuhn, Box 119, Teachers College,
ColumbiaUniversity, New York, NY 10027; e-mail: dkl00@columbia.edu.
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dence in causal attribution (Ahn & Bailenson, 1996;
Koslowski, 1996; Slusher & Anderson, 1996). People seek
mechanisminformationratherthancovariationdatato test causal theories (Ahn, Kalish, Medin, & Gelman, 1995). People
offer mechanismexplanationsratherthancovariationevidence
when asked to justify their causal theories (Kuhn, 1991).
People are more likely to acknowledge and interpretcovariation evidence if they have a mechanismtheoryin place (Kuhn,
Amsel, & O'Loughlin, 1988). Finally, people's evaluationsof
individual components of an argumentbegin to cohere over
time, so as to be consistent with the theoreticalexplanationon
which the overall argumentrests (Holyoak & Simon, 1999).
People appear,then, to dependon explanationsthat allow their
claims to "make sense," to themselves and to others.
Yet recent researchshows that the preferencefor explanation over evidence is dependenton context (Brem & Rips, in
press; Rips et al., 1999) and on the strengthof the evidence
(Kuhn& Felton, 2000). Also, the preferencediminishesdevelopmentally(Kuhn& Felton, 2000), and disappears(in favor of
a preference for evidence) among highly able university undergraduates(Brem & Rips, in press). These findings are consequentialin light of the well-noted liabilities of explanations:
They lead to overconfidence, they inhibit examinationof alternatives, and, most seriously, they may be false (Brem &
Rips, in press; Kuhn, 1991; Shafir, Simonson, & Tversky,
1993).
In one line of work (Flaton, 1999; Kuhn, Weinstock, &
Flaton, 1994; Weinstock, 1999), my students and I explored
juror reasoning as a real-worldcontext in which to examine
how people justify knowledge claims. Jurorsare chargedwith
the task of making and justifying a claim that one of a set of
possible verdict choices is the correct one. Our findings are
consistent with the work of Penningtonand Hastie (1992) in
indicatingthatjurorscommonlyrely on a narrativeexplanation
of "whathappened"and endorse a verdict consistentwith that
narrative. We have found, however, substantial individual
variation:Some individuals are characterizedby a satisficing
model, in which the constructionof a plausible narrativeis
sufficient to dictate the correspondingverdict choice, testimony inconsistentwith this narrativeis disregarded,and alternatives are not considered.At the otherend of a continuumlies
a theory-evidencecoordinationmodel in which evidence figures heavily, multiple alternativesare considered, and the alternative that has the most consistent and least inconsistent
evidence associated with it is the alternativethat is chosen. In
additionto being predictiveof verdict choice, with satisficers
Copyright© 2001 AmericanPsychological Society
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more likely to endorse extreme verdicts than individualswho
use the theory-evidence coordination model (Kuhn et al.,
1994), these individualdifferences are stable: Individualsdisplayed similar forms of reasoning in justifying their verdict
choices in two unrelatedtrials (Weinstock, 1999).
THE SOCIAL DIMENSION OF JUSTIFICATION
The prevalence of narrativeas a mode of justification in
jurors' reasoning may be regardedas furthersupportfor the
power of explanationover evidence. A potential criticism of
the findings from research on individual jurors' reasoning,
however, is that they are a misleading productof examining
thinkingoutside of its naturalsocial context. People confer in
addressingcomplex real-world problems;rarelymust they act
without the benefit of others' input. Indeed, the social dimension of reasoning appearsparticularlygermane in the case of
jurors' reasoning.Use of juries rests on the assumptionthat 6
or 12 heads will be betterthanone in reachinga well-reasoned
and hence fair decision (Ellsworth, 1989). It is thereforeconsequential,both theoretically and practically, to ask whether
deliberationwith otherjurorsenhancesthe qualityof reasoning
supportinga juror's verdict decision. Two recent studies relevant to this question have producedconflicting results.

The first, by McCoy, Nunez, and Dammeyer(1999), examined college students'justifications of their verdict decisions
after viewing a videotapedsummaryof an actualmurdertrial.
Some students provided theirjustifications after participating
in 12-personmock jury deliberations,whereasothersprovided
their justifications prior to deliberation.Using the interview
and coding system developed by Kuhnet al. (1994), McCoy et
al. found that the group assessed after, as opposed to before,
deliberationdemonstratedslightly higher levels of reasoning
on some of the dimensions of the coding system (see Table 1
for a list). (Performanceof both groups, however, remained
well below optimum.)
Participantsin the postdeliberationgroupwere askedto "report the verdict they personallybelieved in after deliberations
regardlessof the verdictchosen by theirjury."Nonetheless, it
is likely that these college students, who were fulfilling a
course requirement,felt some demandto include in their supporting reasoning at least some representationof elements of
the groupdiscussion, especially in responseto follow-up questions such as "Whatother factors went into your decision to
choose that verdict?""Was there any other evidence that influenced you?" and "Was there anythingin the trial that suggested this was not the rightverdict?"The higherperformance
in this conditionthus supportsthe view thatgroupreasoningis

Table 1. Dimensions of juror reasoning
I. Representationof verdict criteria. Did the juror correctlyrepresentthe criteriathat must be met for selection of a particular
verdict, as presentedin the judge's instructions?
II. Use of evidence
IIA. Representationof evidence. Testimony for each trial was analyzed with respect to the numberof distinct pieces of direct
evidence it contained,and the numberof these mentionedby the juror was counted.
IIB. Judgmentaluse of evidence. Utterancesincluding referencesto evidence were categorizedbased on whetherthey reflected
direct acceptanceof the evidence as fact or reflected some effort to evaluate the evidence, by assessing its credibilityor meaning in
relationto external,real-worldknowledge, in relationto other evidence, or in relationto the witness providingit. Scores were
assigned based on how frequentlyjudgmentaluse of evidence appearedin the protocol.
IIC. Synthesisof evidence. Five types were distinguished:(a) no synthesis of evidence- the juror cited only single pieces of
evidence with no attemptto connect them; (b) narrativesynthesis- multiple pieces of evidence were combined into a narrative
- two or more pieces of evidence were connected in
(that then served as the rationalefor verdict choice); (c) simple corroboration
an attemptto corroboratea specific claim; (d) integration- multiple pieces of evidence were connected to build an argumentthat
served either to supporta verdict or to aid in the evaluationof other evidence; and (e) combination- integrationin conjunction
with one of the other types.
III. Relation of evidence to verdict
IIIA. Simple argument.In one or more arguments,accuratelyrepresentedevidence was drawnon to supportor discount a verdict.
(Score was numberof argumentsoffered.)
IIIB. Counterargument.Evidence that was not consistent with the juror's own verdict choice was cited (either spontaneouslyor in
response to the question of whether such evidence existed). (Possible scores were "no attempt,""unsuccessful,""partially
successful" [because representationof evidence or of verdict criteriawas faulty], and "successful.")
IIIC. Discounting of alternative verdicts. An argumentwas made as to why verdicts not chosen were incorrect.(Possible scores
were "no attempt,""unsuccessful,""partiallysuccessful" [because representationof evidence or of verdict criteriawas faulty], and
"successful.")
HID. Justificationof alternative verdicts. An argumentwas made as to how an alternativeverdict might be supported.(Possible
scores were "no attempt,""unsuccessful,""partiallysuccessful" [because representationof evidence or of verdict criteriawas
faulty], and "successful.")
Note.AdaptedfromWeinstock(1999),whichcontainsfullerdetailandspecificscoringcriteria.
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superiorto individualreasoning.It does not indicate,however,
thatany changeoccurred,as a resultof deliberation,in what an
individual accepted as adequate justification for a verdict
choice.
To investigatethe latterquestion,Flaton (1999), in another
study, interviewedindividualsprior and subsequentto deliberation,in a pretest-posttestdesign employing the same interview andcoding system as McCoy et al. (1999) and Kuhnet al.
(1994). Flaton's participantswere actualjurors who agreed to
participatewhile awaitingtrialassignment.The study was presented as an investigationof how individuals' thinking contributesto the jury process. Responses to two different trials
were elicited, before and afterdeliberationwith respect to one
of them. In each case, the juror was asked to justify what led
him or her to make thatverdictchoice. Analyses distinguished
the justifications jurors initially offered for their verdict
choices (presumably,what they regardedas adequatejustification for the choices) and their responses to follow-up probe
questions(e.g., "Wasthere anythingin the trial that suggested
this was not the right verdict?").
Flaton(1999) found negligible differencebetween the quality of reasoningsupportingpostdeliberationverdict choice for
the trial regardingwhich deliberationhad occurred and the
quality of reasoning supportingverdict choice for the nondeliberatedtrial. This was the case for both initial justifications
and responses to follow-up probe questions. Nor was there
substantialdifferencein the quality of reasoningon the deliberatedtrial prior and subsequentto deliberation,again for either initial or follow-up responses. Jurors did frequently
change their verdict choices following deliberation(38% did
so), castingdoubton the interpretationthatthe deliberationhad
not been sufficiently engaging to induce change; it was only
the qualityof theirreasoningthat did not improve.Flaton also
examinedthe possibility that only the subgroupof jurors who
changedtheir verdicts following deliberationwould show improved reasoning as a result, but neither was this the case.
These findings, togetherwith Weinstock's (1999) finding that
individualdifferencesin the reasoningsupportingjurors' verdict choices are stable across varyingtrialcontent,suggest that
the individualdifferencesidentifiedare not readily modifiable
by contentdifferencesor by short-termsocial or other experiential factors- a conclusion that enhances their implications.
The relevantliteratureleaves it far from clear exactly how,
and under what circumstances,social interactionaffects reasoning. Discussion with other people is likely to expose an
individualto new ways of thinking(Levine, Resnick, & Higgins, 1993; Moshman, 1998; Resnick, Levine, & Teasley,
1991; Rogoff, 1998; Staudinger & Baltes, 1996; Tetlock,
1983). To what extent and in what manner,however, are these
new modes of thoughtappropriatedby the individual?A number of possibilities exist (Baron, 1988; Chan, Burtis, & Bereiter,1997; Chinn& Brewer, 1993; Kuhn& Lao, 1998; Kuhn,
Shaw, & Felton, 1997), with not much data to allow one to
choose among them. As a result of the social experience, the
VOL. 12, NO. 1, JANUARY 2001

individualis likely to become aware that alternativemodes of
thought exist. In addition, the individual may (or may not)
choose to incorporatethese new modes into his or her own
performance.Implicatedhere is the possibilityof changes at an
epistemic level, changes in which the individualcomes to regardthe new modes as superior,desirable,or necessaryto good
performance.These are changes at the meta-level of what an
individualknows aboutknowing, ratherthanat the level of the
skills that are entailed in acquiringknowledge (see Fig. 1).
Of most direct relevance in the presentcontext is this third
possibility. Do changes in epistemic criteria, and in understandingaboutknowing more broadly,occur frequentlyor predictably? Is social discourse a common or powerful catalyst?
And do developmentaland individualdifferences of this sort
figure importantlyin explaining individualdifferencesin cognitive performance?The remainderof this article is addressed
to these questions.
DEVELOPING EPISTEMOLOGICAL
UNDERSTANDING AS A FOUNDATION
FOR KNOWING
In recentresearch(Kuhn& Pearsall,2000), we investigated
how young children justify simple knowledge claims when
asked to do so. Below a certainage, we hypothesized,children
would fail to distinguishbetween theoreticalexplanationsand
evidence as a basis for their simple knowledge claims, paralleling the confusion between theory and evidence as justifications for more complex causal inferencesthatwe had observed
in older children and adults (Kuhn, 1989; Kuhn et al., 1988,
1995). In this study, 4- to 6-year-olds were shown a sequence
of pictures in which, for example, two runnerscompeted in a
race. Certain cues suggested a theoretical explanation as to
why one would win; for example, one had fancy runningshoes
and the other did not. The final picture in the sequence provided evidence of the outcome;for example, one of the runners
held a trophy and exhibited a wide grin. When the children
were asked to indicate the outcome and to justify this knowledge, 4-year-olds showed a fragile distinction between evidence for their claim (the outcome cue in this case) and an
explanationfor it (the theory-generatingcue). Rather,the two
kinds of justification- "How do you know?" and "Why is it
so?"- merged into a single representationof what happened,
and the children tended to choose as evidence of what happened the cue having greaterexplanatoryvalue as to why it
happened. Thus, in the race example, young children often
answeredthe "How do you know [he won]?"questionnot with
evidence ("He's holding the trophy")but with a theoryof why
this state of affairs made sense (e.g., "Because he has fast
sneakers").
Similarly, in another set of pictures in which a boy was
shown first climbing a tree and then down on the groundholding his knee, the "How do you know [thathe fell]?" question
was often answered,"Becausehe wasn't holding on carefully."
3
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Fig. 1. Meta-level competence and dispositionalfactors as contributorsto intellectualperformance.

Childrenwho gave these kinds of responses to the "How do
you know?"question were asked a follow-up question, "How
can you be sure this is what happened?"This evidence prompt
elicited a shift from a theory-basedto an evidence-based response for some childrenon some items. Still, even with this
prompt,4-year-oldsgave evidence-basedresponseson average
to less thana thirdof the items, althoughalmost all 4-year-olds
exhibited a mixture of theory-based and evidence-based responses. These confusionsbetweentheoryand evidence diminished sharplyamong 6-year-olds, who still made mistakes but
who distinguishedthe evidence for their event claim from a
theoreticalexplanationthatmadethe claim plausiblea majority
of the time. These datado not imply that4-year-oldscan never
answer"Howdo you know?"questionscorrectly.Indeed,childrenof this age do so commonly, when a justificationfor their
claim is readily available (e.g., "How do you know it's a zebra?""Because it has stripes.").Rather,the findings suggest
that children who have not yet achieved the epistemological
understandingin question do not sharplydistinguishjustifications of differing epistemological status when multiple cues
that offer differenttypes of justifications are present.
If by age 5 or 6 children have become sensitive to the
4

epistemological distinction between theory and evidence,
would they, we wondered,develop increasingappreciationfor
the relevance of evidence in supportingclaims as they grow
older?Anotherstudy (Kuhn& Felton, 2000) suggests thatthis
appreciationdoes continue to develop. We asked eighth graders, communitycollege students,and beginning graduatestudents to choose the strongerof two argumentsin supportof a
claim. One argumentprovided a theoreticalexplanationthat
madethe claim plausible,whereasthe otherprovidedempirical
evidence that the claim was true, as in the following example:
Which is the strongerargument?
A. Why do teenagersstartsmoking?Smith says it's because they
see ads thatmakesmokinglook attractive.A good-lookingguy in neat
clothes with a cigarettein his mouthis someone you would like to be
like.
B. Why do teenagersstartsmoking?Jones says it's because they
see ads that make smoking look attractive.When cigaretteads were
bannedfrom TV, smoking went down.

More importantthan the choices, however, are the reasons
participantsgive in justifying their choices. We asked them
what were the strengthsof the argumentthey chose and the
VOL. 12, NO. 1, JANUARY 2001
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weaknessesof the otherargument.We also asked if the chosen
argumenthad any weaknesses and the nonchosen argument
any strengths.
Although graduatestudents did best, few participantsexhibited understandingof the epistemic strengths and weaknesses of each argumenttype- characteristicsthat pertainto
the form of the argument,ratherthan its content. Epistemic
characteristicsapply to any argumentof a given general form;
nonepistemiccharacteristicsapply only to an argumentof a
specific content.Nonepistemicresponsesmost often addressed
the correctnessof the claim (e.g., "This is a good argument
because it's true"), rather than the quality of the argument
supportingthe claim. The percentagesof students citing the
epistemic strength of explanation (e.g., "It gives a reason")
rangedfrom 30% among the young teens to 60% among the
graduate students. The percentages citing the epistemic
strength of evidence (e.g., "It's something that really happened")rangedfrom 11%to 76% across groups.The percentages of studentsciting the epistemic weakness of explanation
(e.g., "It's only a theory"or "It could be wrong") were even
lower, rangingfrom0% to 26%, andthe fewest students,2% to
10%, cited the epistemic weakness of evidence (e.g., "It
doesn't say why").
Understandingof the epistemiccharacteristicsof arguments
to justify claims builds on conceptualdevelopmentat the most
fundamentalepistemological level of what it means to know
something.A small, neglected literaturein developmentalpsychology (see Hofer & Pintrich,1997, for review) indicatesthat
epistemologicalconcepts of this broad scope are amenableto
investigation and in fact undergo a predictablesequence of
developmentalchange, althoughtiming and the highest level
achievedin this evolutionare highly variable.Put simply, epistemological understandingof what knowing consists of progresses throughthree broad levels, which I refer to here as
absolutist,multiplist,and evaluativist.
At the absolutist level, the productsof knowing are facts
that are objective, are certain, and derive from an external
reality that they depict. This absolutist conception is most
likely to undergoradicalrevolutionduringadolescence, to be
replacedby a multiplist(sometimes called relativist) conception of knowledge as opinions, freely chosen by their holders
as personalpossessions and accordinglynot open to challenge.
Only at the most advanced, evaluativist level is knowledge
seen to consist of claims, which requiresupportin a framework
of alternatives,evidence, and argument(Chandler,Boyes, &
Ball, 1990; Kuhn, 1999; Kuhn, Cheney, & Weinstock, in
press).
The cognitive task underlyingthis evolution is the coordinationof the objective and subjectivecomponentsof knowing
(Kuhn et al., in press; Kuhn & Weinstock, in press). It is
achieved only gradually,over a prolongedperiod of years. A
key event in this evolutionis relocationof the sourceof knowledge from the known object to the knowing subject (Kuhn et
al., in press). This evolution is most likely to be set in motion
VOL. 12, NO. 1, JANUARY 2001

by the emerging multiplist's discovery of the ubiquityof conflicting assertions("even experts disagree"),leading to awareness of the uncertain, subjective nature of knowing. This
awarenessinitially assumes such proportions,however, that it
overpowers and obliteratesany objective standardthat could
serve as a basis for comparison or evaluation of conflicting
claims. Because claims are subjective opinions freely chosen
by their holders and everyone has a right to his or her opinion,
all opinions are equally right.
The evaluativist reintegrates the objective dimension of
knowing, by acknowledging uncertainty without forsaking
evaluation. Thus, two people can both have legitimate positions- can both "be right"- but one position can have more
merit ("be more right")than the other to the extent that that
position is better supportedby argumentand evidence. It is
only at the evaluativist level that justification of claims becomes a meaningfulenterprise.If facts can be ascertainedwith
certaintyand are readily available to anyone who seeks them,
as the absolutistunderstands,or, alternatively,if any claim is
as valid as any other, as the multiplistunderstands,there is no
point in expending the intellectualeffort that the justification
and debate of claims entails.

FROM BELIEFS TO VALUES, DISPOSITIONS,
AND PERFORMANCE
Can epistemological beliefs help to explain individualdifferences in cognitive performance?The developmental data
suggest that they have the potentialto do so, given that not all
individualsattainthe highest levels of epistemological understandingand significant variabilitythereforeexists in an adult
population (Hofer & Pintrich, 1997, in press). Stanovich
(1999) interpretedhis recentwork as indicatingthat some such
"dispositional"cognitive variables(as opposed to competence
variables)are necessaryto accountfor individualdifferencesin
cognitive performance.Significantperformancedifferencesremain, he reported,after ability factors have been statistically
controlled. In attemptingto identify such dispositional variables, Stanovich considereda numberof possibilities, including epistemological understanding, willingness to switch
perspectives, willingness to decontextualize, willingness to
consider alternatives,actively open-minded thinking (Baron,
1988), need for cognition (Cacioppo,Petty, Feinstein,& Jarvis,
1996), and need for closure (Kruglanski& Webster,1996), and
reportedmodest correlationsamong scales designed to measure such constructs.
In the juror reasoning work (Kuhn et al., in press; Weinstock, 1999), Weinstock and I have investigatedepistemological understandingas the seemingly most fundamental and
conceptuallyclear of these constructs.Theoretically,it should
lead to performancedifferences, because the most advanced,
evaluativist epistemology is the only one of the three broad
levels that supportssustainedintellectualinquiryand analysis.
5
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More specifically, we have hypothesizedthat epistemological
beliefs may influence intellectualvalues, which in turn influence the disposition to engage in intellectual activities, and,
hence, intellectual performance(right side of Fig. 1). To the
extent that variationin these factors is substantial,it may have
a greaterinfluence on performancethandoes variationin competence factors (left side of Fig. 1).
The implicationis thatknowing activities will be shapedby
meta-level understanding,from multiple directions and at every phase of their execution (Fig. 1). I am referringnow to
knowing in its broadsense- the processes that come into play
when existing beliefs about the world come into contact with
new informationand the individual must engage the knowledge-acquisitionstrategiesthat will reconcile the two. Knowledge acquisition comprises multiple phases (Klahr, 2000;
Kuhn,in press;Kuhnet al., 1995), beginningwith inquiry(i.e.,
formulationof the question that is to be asked of newly available information),continuingwith analysis and inference, and
concluding with argument(i.e., the use of newly constructed
knowledge in reasoned debate).
Procedural metaknowing (left side of Fig. 1) includes
metataskand metastrategicunderstandingand managementof
the task andthe strategiesone has availableto applyto it (Kuhn
& Pearsall, 1998), and thus governs how knowledgeacquisitionstrategiesare deployed. The epistemic understanding depicted on the right side of Figure 1 figures most
prominentlyin determiningwhether these strategies are executedat all. As depictedin the figure,epistemicunderstanding
informsintellectualvalues with respectto each of the phases of
knowledge acquisition,and values in turnaffect dispositionto
action.
Intellectualvalues, as conceived in our own recent research
on them (Kuhn, Clark, & Huang, 2000), reflect one's conviction that intellectualinvestmentis worthwhile,and thus differ
from relatedconstructssuch as the degree to which one enjoys
intellectualactivities (Cacioppoet al., 1996). The following is
one of the items we used to assess such conviction (Kuhnet al.,
2000):
Some problems, like achieving world peace, are such difficult ones
that they may not have a solution, just like scientists may never
understand such difficult questions as the nature of matter. We have
to accept that some things in life are too difficult to understand or
change, and it's best not to worry too much about them. Do you
strongly agree, sort of agree, or disagree? (If disagree) What do you
think?

In samples of early adolescentsand their mothers,from differing American subculturalgroups, we found significant variation in both epistemological understandingand intellectual
values, as well as some consistent associationsbetween them,
with intellectual engagement tending to be more valued the
more advancedthe level of epistemological understanding.
6

EPISTEMOLOGICAL UNDERPINNINGS OF
REAL-WORLD REASONING
In ourjurorresearch,we sought to investigatethe extent to
which differences in epistemological understandinginfluence
the way the juror task is performed.Weinstock (1999) addressed the question by askingjurors who participatedin our
jurorreasoningresearchto also participatein individualinterviews so their epistemological understandingcould be assessed. The assessment instrument was the Livia problem
(Kuhn, Pennington,& Leadbeater,1983), in which the individual is presentedconflicting historians' accounts of a fictitious war and asked whether and why the accounts are
different,whetherthey both could be right, whetherone could
be any more right than the other, and whether certainty is
possible. Although finer gradationscan be identified,broadly
speaking, absolutists see the accounts as reconcilable by resolving factual discrepancies,whereas multiplistsbelieve the
accounts are irreconcilableand a product of the respective
historians'subjectiveviews. Evaluativiststreatthe accountsas
judgments that can be evaluatedbased on the argumentssupportingthem. Weinstock found that levels of reasoningon the
Livia problem predicted performanceon seven of the eight
dimensions of juror reasoningsummarizedin Table 1. (Counterargumentwas the one exception.) These eight dimensions
representour analysis of cognitive skills entailed in jurorreasoning. This analysis is a refinementof the originalanalysisby
Kuhnet al. (1994). Table 1 providesan indicationof how these
dimensions are operationalizedin a scoring system. Further
detail is available in Weinstock (1999).
Interpretationof correspondencesbetween any two cognitive variables(in this case, epistemologicalreasoningandjuror
reasoning)is limited when the two variablesin questionshare
a common association with age or, in this case, education
(Kuhn et al., 1994; Weinstock, 1999). Such correspondences
fall short of demonstratingthat one variable psychologically
informsor explains the other.For this reason,it is desirableto
identify specific correspondencesacross the two domains, increasing confidence that the associationis more than one mediatedby a common thirdvariable.Weinstock(1999) reported
a number of such specific correspondences,for example, a
correspondencebetween the judgment in the Livia problem
that one historian's account had to be the true or correctone
and the difficulty in supportingor discountingalternativeverdict choices (DimensionsIIIC and HID in Table 1) in the juror
task. Anotherspecific correspondenceis one between the historians' accounts being treated as informed interpretations
(ratherthan uncontestedfacts or mere opinions) and the judgmentaluse of evidence (DimensionIIB in Table 1) in the juror
task. Most interesting is the correspondencewith respect to
certainty:Those subjects who believed certaintyto be achievable with respectto the historicalnarrativewere most likely to
be highly certainthat their own verdictdecisions were correct
in the juror task.
VOL. 12, NO. 1, JANUARY 2001
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A qualitativesense of these correspondencesis obtainable
from case studies of individuals' reasoning across the two
tasks. Some excerptsare presentedin Table 2. Subject53, who
showed the absolutist's certainty in her epistemological reasoning, demonstratedgreattrustin the absolutetruthof a story
in her reasoningas a juror. She did not acknowledgethe possibility of the evidence being used to tell a different story.
Rather, the story she told constituted a single unassailable
piece of evidence that dictated the conclusion. In contrast,
Subject 96, who in her epistemological reasoning recognized
claims as judgments,differentiatedthe evidence from theories
of what might have happenedand used the evidence critically
to constructand evaluate theories in her juror reasoning.The
reasoningof many participantsfell in between these two extremes,with a numberexpressingthe multiplist'sview thatany
accounthas the same claim to legitimacy as any other. These
excerptsoffer a glimpse of how epistemologicalunderstanding
influencespeople'sjustificationof claims in a real-life context.

And a third may regardclaims as no more than candidatesin
the representationof truth, with the path from candidacy to
endorsementan often long and arduousone of evaluationin a
frameworkof alternativesand evidence.
An implication with respect to the evidence-versusexplanationdebateis that it is of lesser importanceto establish
people's preferencesfor one over the other. More importantis
that people achieve understandingof the epistemic strengths
and weaknesses of each and hence their complementaryrelationship, each offering what the other does not- in a word,
truthversus understanding.Each plays an indispensablerole in
reasoned debate. Which is better- evidence or explanationdepends on the function that one calls upon it to play in
argument.
The broaderclaim I have made here is thatone cannotfully
understandthe processes of knowing and knowledge acquisition that people engage in without investigating their understandingof theirown knowing. There is much more thatneeds
to develop than the proceduralskills themselves that enable
people to acquirenew knowledge. It is the supportingstructure
CONCLUSIONS
schematizedin Figure 1 thatmakeseffective knowingpossible.
Meta-level
There is reasonto think, then, that differing conceptionsof
management,depicted on the left side of Figure 1,
is
what it means to know somethinginfluence how people know,
increasingly being recognized as a critical moderatorof
in both the narrowsense of knowing how one knows some- knowledge-acquisitionstrategies (Crowley, Shrager, & Siethingand the broadersense of how knowingprocesses operate. gler, 1997; Kuhn et al., 1995; Kuhn & Pearsall, 1998). DeOne personmay accept "facts"as valid- as indicationsof "the picted on the right side of Figure 1, and less recognized, the
way things are"- as long as no alternatives are conceived. pathfromepistemologicalconceptionsto values to dispositions
Anothermay accept opinions as valid claims to truth,as long is an equally importantone to explore in understandinghow
as they include explanationsthat make the claims plausible. people know and how they believe they know.
Table 2. Illustrationsof correspondencesbetween epistemological understanding(Livia problem) and juror reasoning
(Weinstock,1999)
Subject 53
Epistemologicalunderstanding
(Are the accountsdifferent?)No, they seem like they're the same
(Can someone be certain the accounts are correct?)By reading this they can be certain. It really explains. It gives details on what
happens.
Jurorreasoning
. . . when the fatherwent out to go to the store, he went right upstairsto get the gun . . . they startedfighting again when his father
came back into the house and he just shot him right there ... he shot him not once- he shot him four times- so he really meant
to kill him.
Subject 96
Epistemologicalunderstanding
(Could both accounts be right?) They could because the North Livian talks about early setbacks, and his emphasis is on the later
battles . . . when the North Livians won. . . . But the South Livian . . . stresses the earlier wins. . . . Neither one is a reality, each one
is making a judgment.. . .
(Could one account be more right than the other?) ... the accounts are based on their perspective. It would be interestingto see
how somebody who is not either North or South Livian would see it.
Jurorreasoning
... it wasn't like this was a situation where he had been fighting back. The only thing he had done was to have guns, but I saw
that as an attemptto protect himself as well, not necessarily intent to kill. ... I thought about the part about him getting the pets
downstairs.I felt that that was not clear evidence that he meant to kill the father, that there was premeditation.He may have felt
that whatever happened between him and the father . . . that he wanted them out of the way for their own protection.. . . The
mother's testimony, at one point when the lawyer asked her whether she had seen the husband with a weapon ... she said she
didn't see him holding a gun. But somebody else did reporthe did have a gun.
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An implicationof the prominentrole accordedto meta-level
operationsis that the locus of individualdifferences in intellectual performancemay lie at a less obvious level thanthat of
the performanceitself. Because dispositional factors are not
dictated by cognitive competence (Stanovich & West, in
press),it will be necessaryto searchin the lesser-knownborder
territorybetween personalityand cognition to understandthe
role of disposition in mediating intellectual performance.
People must want to know, and appreciatethe benefits it confers, if they are to undertakethe effort it requires.
Finally, although the focus here has been on individuals'
thinking, I conclude with a returnto the social. Values and
dispositions are acquired in social settings, not in isolation,
which is the way educatorshave tendedto approachthe teaching and learningof intellectualcompetencies (Resnick & Nelson-LeGall, 1997). Hence, to understandthe acquisition of
intellectualvalues and dispositions,and the ways in which they
shapeperformance,it will be necessaryto examine them in the
social contexts in which they emerge and develop.
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